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Public Prosecutions 
New Brunswick 

Sentencing DPP Guideline 23 
March 10, 2003 

 

 
General 
 

It is appropriate for a Crown Prosecutor to indicate to defence counsel the position the Crown will 
take on sentence at the sentencing hearing.  
 
In this regard Crown Prosecutors must be aware of the  Attorney General’s policy on resolution / 
sentencing discussions. 

 
AG Policy  Resolution/Sentencing Discussions 

 
Previous Convictions 
 
When the Crown is aware that an accused has a previous criminal record, that fact should be 
brought to the attention of the sentencing Judge.  Where, in the Crown Prosecutor's opinion, the 
record is either too remote or entirely unrelated to the offence for which the accused is to be 
sentenced the Crown Prosecutor should so indicate and then leave it to the Judge's discretion to call 
on the Prosecutor to produce the record. 
 
During the sentencing hearing the Crown Prosecutor should never attempt to extract an admission 
from the accused as to any previous conviction unless upon denial the Crown Prosecutor is 
prepared to try to prove that previous conviction. 
 
Specific Recommendations  
 
It is not appropriate for a Crown Prosecutor to recommend or endorse during the sentencing 
hearing, a specific term of sentence as this usurps the function of the Court and usurps the right of 
the Attorney General to consider an appeal. However, it is proper for a Crown Prosecutor to cite 
caselaw indicating a range of sentence for the offence. 
 
No Reference to Appeal 
 
Crown prosecutors on speaking to sentence should never indicate to a judge that-  
• an appeal will not be initiated if a "hypothetically" sentence is ordered. 
• an appeal will be initiated should the sentence not conform to the Crown Prosecutor's 

expectation. 
 
Reference to Mitigating Factors 
 
Crown Prosecutors during the sentencing hearing may acknowledge the existence of mitigating 
factors in the interest of equity and fairness.  However, a Crown Prosecutor should never go so far 
as to give the appearance of assuming the proper role of defence counsel. 
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Proof of Aggravating Circumstances 
 
Upon a sentencing hearing, where an accused contests the aggravating circumstances alleged by 
the Crown, the Crown Prosecutor is required at law to call evidence in support of the allegations or 
be forced to withdraw the remarks. 
 
Discharges 
 
Crown Prosecutors should never initiate the recommendation of an absolute or conditional 
discharge under s.730 of the Criminal Code but they should be prepared to assist the Court in its 
consideration of the "public interest" factor.  
 
Driving Prohibition 
 
Crown Prosecutors are reminded to refer to section 259 of the Criminal Code concerning orders of 
driving prohibition following an accused's conviction for offences involving the operation of a 
motor vehicle, vessel, aircraft or railway equipment. 
 
Orders: Restitution or Compensation 
 
Crown Prosecutors should in all appropriate and realistic cases seek an Order of Restitution or 
Compensation for loss or damage to property under sections 738 to 740 of the Criminal Code on 
behalf of the person aggrieved. 
 
Firearms Prohibition 
 
Crown Prosecutors are reminded  of Criminal Code provisions concerning orders of prohibition 
relating to firearms following an accused's conviction for specified offences.  
 
See offence grid next page. 
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Offence Grid re Firearms Prohibition 
 
 

Mandatory Prohibition Order 
 
Criminal Code, section 109 applies to the following  
 
• an indictable offence punishable by at least ten years imprisonment, in which violence against a person 

was used, threatened, or attempted;  
 
• one of the following Criminal Code offences- 

s. 85: using a firearm or imitation during the commission of an offence 
s.95(1): possession of prohibited or restricted firearm with ammunition  
s.99(1): weapons trafficking  
s.100(1): possession for the purpose of weapons trafficking   
s.102(1): making an automatic firearm   
s.103(1): importing or exporting knowing it is unauthorized 
s.264: criminal harassment  
 

• drug trafficking offences contrary to the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (ss. 5(3) and (4), 6(3) 
and 7(2));  

 
• any offence involving a firearm or other regulated items which, at the time of the offence, the 

offender was prohibited from possessing pursuant to a prohibition order. 
 

Discretionary Prohibition Order 
 
Criminal Code, section 110 applies to the following 
 
• a summary conviction offence involving actual, threatened, or attempted violence an indictable offence 

with a maximum sentence of less than ten years involving actual, threatened, or attempted violence  
 
• an indictable offence with a maximum sentence of less than ten years involving actual, threatened, or 

attempted violence  
 
• an offence committed by an individual who was not subject to a prohibition order at the time of the 

offence, and which involved a firearm, cross-bow, prohibited weapon, restricted weapon, prohibited 
device, any kind of ammunition, or an explosive substance  

 
Discretionary orders may last for any period up to ten years 
 
In determining whether a discretionary prohibition order should be issued, the issue for the Court is 
whether it is desirable in the interests of the safety of any person to make such an order.  
 
If, in the circumstances outlined in s 110(1) of the Criminal Code, the Court does not make a prohibition 
order, or makes an order prohibiting the possession of only some items, the Court is required to give 
reasons pursuant to s 110(3)of the Criminal Code.  
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